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CAMS regional emissions
Analyses and forecasts from 7
European regional air quality
models
http://macc-raq-op.meteo.fr/

Accurate and +mely
es+mates of source
emissions are vital to
opera+onal forecasts of
atmospheric composi+on
and air quality.
Detailed tes+ng of
emissions inventories in
atmospheric models is
essen+al before they can
be used for opera+onal
applica+ons.
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•

Up to date and timely emissions information is essential to providing accurate forecasts of atmospheric
composition and air quality.

•

CAMS provides up-to-date inventories of emissions from anthropogenic, biogenic and natural sources.
–
–

•

Implementation of new emissions inventories into operational atmospheric composition forecasts requires a
great deal of time and care. Some challenges face include, for example:
–
–
–

•

Global and European regional emissions.
Time series covers 2000 to most recent year and all data are free and open access.

Aggregation of emissions for different species depending on the chemical mechanism used.
Differences (in, e.g., total atmospheric burdens) between inventories need to be fully understood.
Changes to emissions should not degrade forecast skill.

Future developments for added value of inventories for NRT emissions monitoring will take into account
environmental and meteorological predictors and real time observations.
–
–
–
–

Land-vegetation-carbon models for computing on-line emission fluxes of GHGs & NMVOCs.
Temporal profiles of emissions for global and regional scales for optimal timing of emissions to improve, e.g., air
quality forecasts.
Parametrisations for anthropogenic emissions using weather-related information.
Inverse modelling of emissions utilising satellite and in situ observations.
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% RMS change for CAMS-GLOB vs. MACCity

Strange features disappear
CAMS_GLOB (2.1) ‘different’ over China
CAMS_GLOB beCer over Tropics
Better over S-Africa
• Test results shown are based on an older version (v2.1) of
the CAMS global anthropogenic emissions. The most recent
version (v4.2) will be used operationally.
• Differences between CAMS-GLOB inventories are
smaller than compared to MACCity.
• Extensive testing shows that new CAMS-GLOB emissions
lead to many significant improvements (especially in the
tropics) with degradation in some regions.
• Including regional emissions information and other
developments should lead to further improvement.
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CAMS IFS (MACCity)

CAMS IFS (CAMS-GLOB)

OMI

NO2 column density
1015 molecules/cm2

IFS bias relative to OMI

• Emissions are tested in the CAMS/ECMWF Integrated
Forecast System (IFS) with results compared against
independent observations (in this case the Ozone
Monitoring Instrument on the NASA EOS Aura satellite).
• Comparing relative biases identifies where model is
improved/degraded when changing emissions from
MACCity to CAMS-GLOB.
• CAMS-GLOB emissions use CAMS-GLOB-ANT v2.1 and
CAMS-GLOB-BIO v1.1
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•

Global emissions inventories
can vary widely for diﬀerent
species and diﬀerent regions.
–

SO2 China

–

SO2 India

SO2 SE Asia

Examples shown for SO2
emissions over China, India
and SE Asia.
Extensive tesKng of new
inventories is required for
operaKonal use to ensure
that forecast quality is not
degraded.

•

Updates to CAMS global
emissions inventories are
being developed to include,
e.g., speciﬁc informa@on on
regional (including China, La@n
America, Africa) emissions.

•

➡ presenta@ons by Claire
Granier, Nellie Elguindi and
Katerina Sindelarova.
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•

CAMS emissions are developed by a multi-national European consortium
led by Claire Granier and including CNRS, TNO, MET Norway, CUNI, FMI,
BSC, MPI-C, EAA, Chalmers in conjunction with ECMWF.
– Improve on previously available inventories (e.g., MACCity) by using regional
data and updated on a regular (annual) basis.

•

New inventories are fully tested and implemented in CAMS operational
global and regional atmospheric composition forecasts.

•

Future developments will incorporate more near-real-time information
(e.g., meteorology, atmospheric composition observations) to provide
more timely and accurate emissions estimates.

